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PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY
REVIVED—THE ORIGINAL QUAKER
VISION
Paul Anderson

Q

uaker histories over the last century or so have been highly
interpretive in their interests and approaches, yielding a number
of diverse results as to the character of the early Quaker movement,
with varying implications. Obviously, one of the interests in history
involves seeking to understand more about the past in order to shed
light on the present and the future of the Friends movement itself.
What, however, if such an interest is itself misguided? What if the
founders of the Friends movement did not seek to start a movement,
but rather, were solely invested in something entirely different? In
their own terms, the first two generations of Friends were seeking
to recover “Basic Christianity” or “Primitive Christianity Revived,”
seeking to be “Friends of Jesus” because they claimed to know and
carry out his will, as referenced in John 15:14-15.1

If the experience and goal of early Friends was the recovery
and restoration of Apostolic Christianity, this is a radically different
trajectory than seeking to foster and perpetuate a particular
denomination or sect. Such was not the vision for which early Friends
lived and died, if their own writings are taken seriously. Thus, in the
language with which early Friends understood their calling, their
original vision as described by William Penn posed a challenge to all
sectarianism, documenting the rise and progress of the people called
Quakers as the embodiment of Primitive Christianity Revived.2 Even
though Penn was a second-generation Friend, his vision coheres with
the first-generation leaders, and he seeks to further their work in his
analysis. As Isaac Penington says,
When the church comes again out of the wilderness, when the
Spirit and power of God builds up again the gospel-church in its
primitive glory, when the everlasting gospel is preached again to
all nations, kindreds, tongues, and languages, in the authority
and power of God, when the Spirit of the Lord is poured out
plentifully on his sons and daughters, and they prophesy, walk,
and live in it, when God dwells and walks in his people, and his
5
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true light shines in them, dispelling the darkness thoroughly,
and filling them with the glory and majesty of the Lord…, then
shall there be such a day of brightness and pure heavenly glory,
as shall dazzle the eyes of all beholders.3
Given that the first overview of early Quaker history was produced by
William Penn, the question involves the degree to which his analysis
might continue to serve as a suitable lens for viewing the original
Quaker vision,4 and such is the focus of the present essay.

I. Recent Interpretations
Movement

of the

Early Quaker

While Friends have usually interpreted developments in the light
of seeking to understand their relation to the early periods of the
movement, a substantive advance was made with the commissioning
of the Rowntree Series as a means of producing the “standard history”
of the Friends movement from 1909-1921.5 Building upon previous
Quaker histories,6 these books marked a turning point in the historical
appraisal of the Quaker movement.7 Following the 1895 Manchester
Conference of Friends, where British Quakerism came to side with
modernism over and against conservatism,8 the vision of John Wilhelm
Rowntree was to contribute a historical-critical understanding of the
Quaker movement as a means of providing a basis for progressive and
more liberal understandings of faith and practice. Rufus Jones served
as the series editor and author or co-author of four of the six books.
As the research expertise and agenda of Rufus Jones was invested
in wresting the contribution of the Spiritual Reformers of Europe and
Britain from the Lutheran and Calvinist sides of the Reformation, he
saw Quakerism as closer to the former than the latter. This posed a
fitting correction to impressions of the Reformation, extending from
the founders to later reformers and even the Radical Reformation,
but it also resulted in somewhat skewing the understanding of the
early Quaker movement, seeing it primarily in the light of Continental
mysticism. Of course, the parallels are many, but in so doing, Jones
failed to take into full consideration the biblical and societal thrust of
Puritanism and the Radical Reformation within Britain at the time.
He also made too little of the significant differences between Friends
and other groups with more questionable theologies and differing
convictions, which strained some of the comparisons. These oversights
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led to a second modern interpretation of the Quaker movement,
seeing it within the context of Puritan England.
With Rufus Jones having written the forewords to Braithwaite’s
two volumes, new understandings of the Puritan movement and
its biblical orientation caused the revised editions to include new
introductions by Hugh Doncaster and Frederick Tolles, edited and
with added notes by Henry J. Cadbury.9 In these new introductions,
the Puritan setting of 17th century England posed a more suitable
backdrop for understanding the thrust and ethos of the early Quaker
movement. Hugh Barbour’s Yale dissertation supervised by Roland
Bainton eventually won the day in seeing the early Quaker movement
as a branch of the radical reformation within Puritan England.10
Indeed, some quotations of the Bible by George Fox and other early
Friends show a preference for the Geneva Bible, and early Friends
were certainly associated with the dissenting movements of mid 17th
century England. In addition, Foxe’s Book of Martyrs (1563) proved
inspirational for George Fox and other early Friends, and its vision of
martyrological faithfulness enabled them to sustain their biblical faith
in the face of persecution.
However, Puritans were also at odds with Quakers, and James
Nayler, following his infamous 1656 ride into Bristol, was tried in
Parliament (a largely Puritan representation) for blasphemy. And,
upon visiting Boston and preaching that Christ is come to teach his
people himself, Mary Dyer was hanged in 1660 on Boston Commons
in Puritan New England as the third of four Quaker martyrs. Barbour
is certainly aware of the fallouts between Quakers and the Puritans, but
these tensions also demanded inquiry as to what the original Quaker
vision and ethos might have been. A third interpretation follows the
thesis of Arthur Roberts, developed further by Carole Spencer, that the
experience of George Fox and the message of early Friends involved
personal transformation by the Holy Spirit, bolstered an understanding
of a holiness- and sanctification-oriented approach to renewal and
reform as a better way to envision the message and mission of early
Quakerism.11 If Fox really did experience re-entering paradise through
the flaming sword—into that place where Adam was before he fell—
this would have involved a considerable departure from conventional
religiosity of the day. It would also account for the traveling ministries
of Friends, leading to revivalist Quakerism, which since the mid 19th
century called for radical personal renewal. As Robert Barclay puts it,
believers are not only freed from the penalties of sin but also from its
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power.12 Thus, societal and social transformation begins with personal
spiritual renewal, and such is the key to understanding the power of
early Quakerism within a holiness perspective.
Seeing the mission of George Fox and early Friends as prophetic
and apocalyptic are the interpretations of Lewis Benson and Douglas
Gwyn, involving a fourth interpretation.13 In Benson’s approach,
George Fox came challenging the many ways that Christianity in 17th
century England was not living up to the standards of New Testament
Christianity, and he lays out the four pillars of the four centers of
Quakerism as being prophetic, mystical, humanitarian, and evangelical.
In that sense, none of the modern branches of Friends have “got it
right” entirely, and each is called to amend its ways, in Benson’s view.
The original Quaker vision (with Penn) thus involves embracing the
way of the cross rather than institutional religion.14 Doug Gwynn
continued that thrust, arguing an apocalyptic understanding of the
life and message of George Fox, including an original covenant that
many Friends have since transgressed.15 Seeing the Lamb’s War as
the culmination of history, Gwyn compares and contrasts the Quaker
vision of what God was doing through them with the perspectives
of other religious movements at the time. He then concludes with
seeing God’s covenant with Friends related to abiding in the truth
as represented in the Gospel of John,16 whereas Gerard Guiton sees
the prophetic Quaker vision as the embracing and furthering of the
Kingdom of God.17
In addition to these four main interpretations of the early Friends
movement,18 other contributions have been made along the way on
the entire history of the Quaker movement. Following the Rowntree
project, Neave Brayshaw produced a single-volume treatment
of Quaker history and its message,19 Elbert Russell covered the
movement up until 1940, and Elfrida Vipont offered a vivid anecdotal
treatment of the story of Quakerism.20 Walter Williams covered “the
rich heritage of Quakerism” from an evangelical perspective, and
Howard Brinton produced an interpretation of Quakerism especially
suited to unprogrammed Friends.21 Elton Trueblood’s treatment of
“the people called Quakers” offered particular insights into the genius
of the movement, and his collection of essays on “Basic Christianity”
posed a new vision for consideration.22 John Punshon contributes
greatly to understanding the social and political dynamics of 17th
century England, improving upon the view of Christopher Hill, who
simplistically lumped Friends in with proletariat dissenters seeking to
overthrow the ruling classes.23 In 2000, Rosemary Moore published
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her doctoral work rooted in an inductive analysis of mid-17th century
Quaker writings and sources, seeking to produce an objective analysis
of the birth of the Quaker movement, actually confirming Penn’s
assessment of the original Quaker vision.24
As the collections of early Quaker writings and those of early
Quaker women have been gathered and made accessible,25 the work
of Rosemary Moore illumines the diversity of Quaker views amongst
their pamphleteers’ and opponents’ tracts during the first two decades
of the movement.26 Her methodology was to examine all materials
available, including those not closely connected to central leaders of
the movement. This led to a fuller appreciation for the more textured
character of the emerging movement, and her inquiring of her sources
along seven lines of interest yields a helpful overview of early Friends’
concerns. These include: salvation, eschatology, the Church as a saved
community, worship, the Bible, the life of believers, and engagements
of government or civil law. Within her analysis, an overlooked thrust
of the writings of George Fox comes to the surface. Other than his
Journal, the most substantive of his books is The Great Mystery.27 In
this work, Fox answers over a hundred accusations against Friends,
and not only does this volume present a defense of the Quaker
position on Christian faith and practice, but it also reflects how they
were perceived and misinterpreted by others. Significantly, in both
the work of Fox and the introduction by Edward Burrough, the main
thrust of this book articulates an understanding of New Testament
Christianity that the present-day church had failed to embrace or
embody. In that sense, Penn’s thesis would by no means have been
an isolated one; it is confirmed by Moore’s analysis of the apologetic
works of Fox, Burrough, and other leading first-generation Friends.

II. William Penn’s Interpretation of the
Movement and Early Friends’ SelfUnderstandings—A Compelling Analysis
Within each of these interpretations of the early Quaker movement,
a good deal of truth is to be found, and taking note of the various
renderings—especially when 17th century accounts are represented
fairly—will always be helpful for later interpreters. Indeed, I would
recommend a broad consultation of diverse treatments of Quaker
histories, including primary literature. After all, as displayed superbly
in the opening chapters of the Oxford Handbook of Quaker Studies
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edited by Ben Pink Dandelion and Stephen Angell, it is clear how
differing understandings of the roots and trunk of the Quaker tree have
contributed to the distinctive developments of its various branches.28
Nonetheless, if there were a cohesive and compelling appraisal of the
movement’s origin, character, and development, the interpretation
by William Penn deserves consideration as arguably the most fitting
lens through which to view the way early Friends understood their
movement and their vocation during its first half-century.29
On several levels, William Penn’s programmatic treatment of
Primitive Christianity Revived in the Principles and Practices of the
People Called Quakers (1696) puts forward his own apology for the
movement, and this work is somewhat parallel to Robert Barclay’s
fuller Apology for the True Christian Divinity, though much shorter.30
Penn’s work builds upon the works of Barclay, Penington, Fox, and
others, but it also follows on his Rise and Progress of the People Called
Quakers (1694).31 When taken together, Penn’s view of the rise and
progress of the Quaker movement is tied directly to his understanding
of the history of Christianity and the unfolding history of God’s
dispensations and time-changing workings in the world. Thus, Penn’s
understanding of Quaker history is eschatological. It is a function
of New Testament and Apostolic Christianity being restored within
a new, epoch-irrupting dispensation of grace, in which the Quaker
movement played a pivotal role.32 Further, in addition to several
among his over-one hundred other essays, his personal expression
of Christian discipleship deserves consideration. In No Cross, No
Crown (1669/1682), William Penn identifies the central fulcrum of
Christian discipleship: if one is not willing to embrace the cross of
Christ, neither does one deserve to expect the crown (Luke 24:27).33
Not only does Penn’s understanding of the heart of Christian
faith and practice lay the groundwork for his situating the Quaker
movement within God’s saving-revealing irruptions into human
history, but one can also discern a significant maturation of thought
between his first and second editions. Moving from the subtitle of the
first edition (written during his 1669 imprisonment in the Tower of
London) as: Or Several Sober Reasons Against Hat Honour, Titular
Respects, You to a Single Person, with the Apparel and Recreations of
the Times: being inconsistent with Scripture, Reason and the Practice, as
well as with the best Heathens, as well as the Holy Men and Women of all
Generations; and consequently Fantastick, Impertinent, and Sinfull,34
the subtitle to the second edition (1682) is far more balanced.
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Obviously, Penn defends the particular actions and testimonies
Friends had felt led to take in the first subtitle by confronting what
they felt were misrepresentations of authentic Christianity.35 Thus, the
subtitle of the second edition, The Original Exposition on the Cross
of Jesus Christ, aims more radically at the central thrust of Christian
faith and practice. Penn’s first edition therefore served as something
of a defense regarding the message he had proclaimed in The Sandy
Foundation Shaken, which led to his imprisonment to begin with. Yet,
what one sees in the development of his writings is a steady movement
from defending particular Testimonies of Friends to articulating the
foundational basis of their stances, which stemmed from a radical
understanding of Apostolic Christianity, itself.36
Likewise, Penn’s presentation of Primitive Christianity Revived
reflects a matured synthesis of observations and convictions over
the first two generations of the Quaker movement, which he had
addressed in his substantive introduction to the Journal of George
Fox. Therefore, rather than see the Quaker movement as one
sect among many, he identifies it as the eschatological recovery of
Apostolic Christianity. In so doing, he builds upon his previous works,
and as explained in his introductory letter to readers, he describes his
purpose as follows:37
I have taken in hand to write this small tract of the nature and
virtue of the light of Christ within man, and what and where it is,
and for what end, and therein of the religion of the people called
Quakers; that, at the same time, all people may be informed of
their true character, and what true religion is, and the way to it,
in this age of high pretences and as deep irreligion; that so the
merciful visitation of the God of light and love, (more especially
to these nations,) both immediately and instrumentally for the
promotion of piety, (which is religion indeed,) may no longer be
neglected by the inhabitants thereof, but that they may come to
see and say, with heart and mouth, this is a dispensation of love
and life from God to the world; and this poor people, that we
have so much despised, and so often trod upon, and treated as
the off-scouring of the earth, are the people of God and children
of the Most High.
In seeing the early Quaker movement as a factor of “Primitive
Christianity Revived,” Penn argues for embracing the eschatological
workings of God through the Christ Events by means of Scripture,
reason, and human experience in the lives of Friends. Among the
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eleven brief chapters in this work, the first seven develop an apology for
the immediacy of the risen Christ—at work inwardly and universally
across the bounds of time and space. Chapters VII and IX address
the saving and sanctifying work of Christ within; Chapter X addresses
authentic worship and inspired ministry, freely given; Chapter XI
presents testimonies for holy living in keeping with biblical and
apostolic standards, including: honesty, integrity, plainness of speech
and living, nonviolence, and charity. Here the progression also moves
from overall convictions about the character of Apostolic Christianity
to Christian Testimonies as pointed correctives to particular ills
and abuses within the context of 17th century England. This same
progression is present in many of his other writings.
Within this approach, Chapter IV outlines the core of Penn’s
convictions: namely that “this Principle of Light, Life and Grace”
is the key to conviction, conversion, and regeneration, and that
one cannot enter the Kingdom of God without it. “That is to say,
there can be no True Sight of Sin, nor Sorrow for it, and therefore no
forsaking or overcoming of it, or Remission or Justification from it”
without Christ’s being at work within through the convicting power
of the Holy Spirit. Nor can one become “Virtuous, Holy and Good,
without this Principle,” and “no Acceptance with God, nor Peace
of Soul” is possible without it. Because people in conventional
religion “Overlook this Principle, and leave it behind them,” they
prefer sacrifice over obedience and refuse to “take up the Cross,
deny Self, and do that which God requires.” This Principle is divine,
universal, and efficacious, and it gives humanity the knowledge of
God and oneself. It begets a true sense of sorrow for sin (leading to
conviction and repentance), it enables them to forsake sin and to be
sanctified from it, it applies God’s mercies in Christ to forgiveness and
justification, and it gives the faithful perseverance unto perfection and
the assuredness of blessedness. As mentioned above, the truth of these
points is bolstered by threefold evidence:
First, The Scriptures, which give an ample Witness, especially those
of the New and better Testament. Secondly, The Reasonableness
of it in it self. And Lastly, A General Experience, in great Measure:
But particularly, Their Own, made credible by the good Fruits
they have brought forth, and the Answer God has given to their
Ministry: Which, to impartial Observers, have commended the
Principle, and gives me Occasion to abstract their History, in
divers Particulars, for a Conclusion to this little Treatise.
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Therefore, in presenting an apology for primitive Christianity revived,
Penn argues first what I might call a dynamic Christocentricity.38
Because Christ is risen, alive, and at work in the lives of persons
through the Holy Spirit (John 14-16), and because the Light of Christ
is at work, at least potentially, in the lives of all persons (John 1:9),
believers are convicted of sin and of righteousness and led into truth
by the Spirit of Christ (John 16:8-11). The Logos and Light of Christ
(John 1:1-18) is understood to be the Divine Principle (bringing in
the work of Heraclitus),39 which is also understood as the source of
reason and order, and God’s spiritual work within the conscience of
the individual is seen as the basis for transformation, empowerment,
and guidance. Rather than resorting to outward religiosity, the work
of Christ within is the hope of the world, and this is that to which
Quakers testify as the essence of Apostolic Christianity.
In that sense, apostolic succession is not a matter of an institutional
and physical succession of bishops—conveyed by the physical laying
on of hands—going back to the original followers of Jesus; rather, it
is a factor of openness to and encounter of the same Holy Spirit who
inspired and empowered the Apostles—effected by the transformative
work of the Holy Spirit within and received as a grace by faith—which
is available to every, woman, man, and child who believes in Christ
and is open to being mutually indwelled by Christ (John 15:1-8).
These elements thus provide the bases for the Christian Testimonies
of Friends, as delivered in their 17th century English contexts. An
outline of themes within Penn’s eleven chapters is as follows:
• Ch. I—The fundamental principle is the Light of Christ at work
within the individual’s life (John 1:9).
• Ch. II—This reality is scriptural, and life comes from Christ
alone—our Creator and Redeemer (John 1:1-5).
• Ch. III—Inspired Scripture is only read effectively by the
Light of Christ—the Holy Spirit, who illumines the text and its
meaning for our lives (2 Timothy 3:16-17).
• Ch. IV—Discernment of God’s guidance and truth comes by
the Light of Christ, dividing truth from error and glimpsing
ways of peace (John 16:8-11).
• Ch. V—The Light of God is clarified by its character, grace and
truth, and the Holy Spirit’s leadings are authentically seen as
proceeding from God—of like character (John 15:26-27).
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• Ch. VI—While all may have access to the Light of Christ, they
might not be obeying it; the revelation of Jesus adds further
clarity (John 3:18-21).
• Ch. VII—The Light of Christ has been at work in all
dispensations, challenging idolatries in every age (2 Corinthians
4:1-6).
• Ch. VIII—The justification of Christ bears a twofold work:
delivering humanity from the guilt of sin and also from its
power and pollution (Romans 8: 1-17; Titus 2:11-14).
• Ch. IX—It is impossible to receive the gift of Christ from
without, if we do not open ourselves to his transformative work
within (Colossians 1:24-29).
• Ch. X—Authentic worship is in Spirit and in Truth, true
ministry is by inspiration, Christ’s ministers testify to experiential
knowledge and do not charge for their service, the Spirit bears
inward witness to these scriptural truths (John 4:21-24).
• Ch. XI—Thus, with Primitive Christians, the people called
Quakers testify:
–

Against governmentally enforced tithes

–

Against all swearing and oaths

–

Against war among Christians

–

Against embellished salutations and false flattery

–

For plainness of speech (“thee” and “thou” language)

–

For marriages within the fold of Christ

–

For plainness of apparel

–

Against “holy” days, festivals, and fasts

–

For holy living: caring for the poor, living peaceably with
all, living with integrity in word and deed, blameless
according to primitive practice.

While this outline of convictions neither presents a history of the
early Quaker movement nor a compelling overview of Primitive
Christianity, those tasks are performed more fully in his introduction
to the Journal of George Fox.40 There Penn lays out the history of
Christianity in terms of divine dispensations, of which the Quaker
movement is presented as a clear parallel to the experiences and
ministries of the apostles, offering an eschatological view of apostolic
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succession. As it is the Holy Spirit who inspired and empowered the
first apostles, it is also the Holy Spirit that imbues believers in later
generations and settings with the same apostolic zeal and spiritual
charisms.41 Nonetheless, Penn’s treatise here lays out a biblical
and reasoned defense of the faith and practice of the people called
Quakers, following upon the narration of God’s work in the histories
of Christianity, the Quaker movement, and in the lives of Fox and
others in his previous works. Contextually, Penn’s treatise is thus
aimed at convincing readers the Quaker movement is no mere sect
seeking to perpetuate itself. Rather, it should be seen as the revival of
Apostolic Christianity, and he concludes with this invitation:
Thus, reader, thou hast the character of the people called
Quakers, in their doctrine, worship, ministry, practice and
discipline: compare it with Scripture, and primitive example, and
we hope thou wilt find, that this short discourse hath, in good
measure, answered the title of it, viz.:—Primitive Christianity
Revived, in the principles and practice of the people called Quakers.
The interest of early Friends was thus not to start a new movement
or sect, nor was it to pose a distinctive approach to Christian living
over and against other movements or groups. No. They sought to
actualize and embody the essence of New Testament Christianity, and
upon experiencing the unction and outpouring of the Holy Spirit
individually and collectively, they believed the age of the Apostles had
indeed been restored. That is what lay behind their proclamation that
Christ is come to teach his people himself—without need of human
intermediaries or cultic rites—and such is the Everlasting Gospel they
sought to spread throughout the earth.
While their experiences and understandings must be seen as
emerging contextually, within the Radical Reformation of 17th-century
England, their ethos cannot be confined to Continental spiritual
mysticism or English Puritanism; they believed a new dispensation of
divine grace and transforming power had been poured out upon them
and that this gift was available to all who would be open to it. While
modern interpreters might quibble with whether they “got it right”
in terms of how to understand New Testament Christianity, such is
what they understood themselves to be embracing and extending to
others, and perhaps that venture is what continues to be most relevant
for those seeking to follow their lead in later generations. Seeking to
understand what early Friends (and early Christians) were seeking to
do might pose a different result than seeking to comprehend what
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they eventually did. In that sense, the best way to emulate the revival
of Primitive Christianity in the lives of early Friends might not be
to copy their contributions as traditions—a second-order venture;
rather, the most “Quaker” way to proceed might involve seeking,
with early Friends, to experience the source of spiritual vitality that the
Apostles and early Friends themselves experienced—a first-order spiritual
encounter and a lived experience. As was the case in the words of Jesus
to Nicodemus, as the wind blows where it will and cannot be seen—
only felt—so it is with the ways of the Spirit (John 3:8).

III. Primitive Christianity Revived—An Alternative
to or an Embodiment of Recent Interpretations of
Quakerism?
On one hand, the thesis of the present article challenges several leading
interpretations of the original Quaker vision, using William Penn’s
judgment as a lens through which best to view it. On the other hand,
such a thesis is not incompatible with any of the four leading views,
as well as more general approaches to understanding the historical
and theological character and originative Friends movement. For
instance, within Rufus Jones’ paradigm, seeing the Friends movement
as emerging in the company of spiritual and mystical branches of
the larger Reformation, it must be said that these leaders were also
seeking to live into the spiritual vitality and transformative experience
characterized by Primitive Christianity. Jakob Böhme, for instance,
saw “the way of salvation” as rooted in the Person of Christ and
effected by the transformative work of the Holy Spirit, contrasting
the true Church of Christ (the people) to churches as buildings,
even if some of his views were somewhat problematic.42 While the
theologies of some of the spiritual reformers were somewhat at odds
with those of Friends, as well as New Testament teachings overall,
their opposition to institutional Christianity, whether it be Catholic or
Reformed, often rooted in alternative visions of the spiritual vitality
characteristic of Primitive Christianity overall.
Likewise, the concerns of the Puritans in 17th-century England, as
described so effectively by Geoffrey Nuttall, Frederick Tolles, and Hugh
Barbour, also reflect deep concerns to recover biblical Christianity.43
While Barbour’s chapter on “Debate with Puritan Pastors” shows
something of the contention between Quaker and Puritan leaders, it
also illumines something of their similarities.44 After all, territoriality
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exists only between members of like species. In many ways, Quakers
would have fit well with their Puritan counterparts, and many Friends
were of Puritan stock. Nonetheless, they opposed Cromwell’s and
other Puritan leaders’ interest in power and control, including the
willingness to use force to further worldly kingdoms rather than
the kingdom of Christ. By the end of their first decade, Friends had
developed a relatively coherent Peace Testimony (uncharacteristic of
most Puritans’ views), which they delivered to Charles II in 1660.
Barbour’s identification of “the Lamb’s War” as the central thrust
of the Quaker awakening reflects an eschatological understanding of
God’s workings in the world, as embraced by Revelation and Primitive
Christianity.45 Thus, in challenging Anglicans, Puritans, and fellow
dissenters, early Friends propounded a view of Primitive Christianity
that had some overlap but also was distinctive in its embrace of the
eschatological working of God in society and in the lives of individuals.
The third major interpretation of early Quakerism, that personal
transformation and holiness is key to understanding the experience
of and message of Fox and early Friends, also roots in a radical
understanding of Primitive Christianity Revived. The language of
George Fox, that he had entered paradise through the “flaming
sword” that had been placed at the entrance of the Garden of
Eden (Genesis 3:24) reflects an understanding of what it means to
participate in the second Adam—the new humanity—availed in Christ
Jesus (Romans 5-6). Therefore, the compelling points made by Arthur
Roberts and Carole Spencer, that the transforming work of Christ
through the power of the Holy Spirit brings hope for humanity—
allowing the triumph of love, goodness, and peace over hatred,
evil, and violence—reflects the heart of New Testament conviction.
Receiving the righteousness of God by faith is not simply a juridical
action; it involves a sanctifying new reality whereby God’s righteous
love and character indwell the life of the believer. In Penn’s view, this
is precisely the experience and message of New Testament Christians,
and thus, Penn would see personal transformation as part and parcel
of Primitive Christianity Revived. Or, as Frederick Tolles and Gordon
Alderfer put it,
Quakerism, Penn honestly believed, was a modern breaking
forth of that true Church, for it refused on principle to ally itself
with political coercion. The reformation of man’s unregenerate
spirit was the only reformation sought by all the persistent
minorities who, through the generations of Europe, aimed to
recover and preserve the meaning of Christ.46
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And, as an eschatological understanding of God’s movement, the
prophetic understanding of early Friends certainly fits with Penn’s
dispensational understanding of Primitive Christianity Revived. With
Lewis Benson, understanding the original Quaker vision certainly
includes speaking truth to power, embracing direct encounter with
the divine, addressing the social needs of the day, and sharing the good
news with compassion and verve. Likewise, Gwyn’s understanding of
the revelation of the divine Word invites a continued openness to how
Christ speaks and leads through the Holy Spirit, inviting dynamic
receptivity and faithful responsiveness to the present leading, whatever
it may be. Compromises with culture and materialism certainly run
the risk of forfeiting the covenant into which the faithful are invited,
but then again, the covenant itself is a gift of grace rather than a
commodity to be merited or managed. As with Paul, John, and Jesus,
it is by faith that the divine gift is received, and it is also by grace that
believers’ faithfulness is empowered.
Finally, an inductive analysis of the thrust of the early Quaker
movement confirms Penn’s view that early Friends sought to recover
Primitive and Apostolic Christianity in a number of ways. In the 1652
inaugural sermon of George Fox at Firbank Fell, note the parallels
to Jesus in the synagogue message of Luke 4 and the Sermon on the
Mount in Matthew 5-7. In his healing ministries and miracles, most
of these are presented as following the healing ministries of Jesus and
the Apostles,47 and even in his Epistles, Fox imitates the authors of
the New Testament, sometimes in seven-fold ways. Likewise, Edward
Burrough is called a “Son of Thunder,” as Jesus called James and John
in Mark 3:17. Even in the scandalous example of James Nayler’s riding
into Bristol on a donkey as women hailed “Hosanna,” the explicit
intention of his solicitors was to embody a Christocentric theme
as a means of heralding the arrival of New Testament Christianity
within 17th century England. In these and other ways, Friends saw
themselves as playing the roles of the New Testament apostles, while
their adversaries were cast in the roles of the religious leaders in the
days of Jesus and his followers.
Such being the case, a fundamental mistake among Friends is to
try to imitate something traditionally Quaker, when early Friends were
seeking to recover the spiritual reality that early Quakers encountered
and furthered, which is essentially inward and spiritual, rather than
outward and religious. Thus, the central Quaker Concern is always
transformative rather than conformative, and such is one of the most
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elusive features of seeking to understand and embrace the Quaker
way.48 Even if discovering something traditional is actualized, the goal
is to mind the present leading, exemplified by such faithfulness—
imitating Christ and following his leading—rather than imitating
our predecessors, though we are greatly helped in the former by
considering the latter. As Elfrida Vipont reminds us, the Friendly
adventure of George Fox did not begin when he climbed Pendle Hill;
it began when he felt moved of the Lord to climb Pendle Hill, followed
by his faithful obedience.49
In all these ways, Penn’s lens for understanding the early Quaker
movement might yet pose the best possible lens for grasping and
appreciating its original vision, as it serves not simply as an alternative
to recent interpretations of the early Friends movement but more
fittingly as their embodiment. Thus, regarding the charism of God’s
breaking into human history in the beginnings of Christianity, Penn’s
closing exhortation becomes an invitation, not only to perceive, but
also to receive.
Thus, Reader, thou hast the Character of the People called
Quakers, in their Doctrine, Worship, Ministry, Practice and
Discipline: Compare it with Scripture, and Primitive Example,
and we hope thou wilt find, that this short Discourse hath,
in good Measure, Answered the Title of it, viz. Primitive
Christianity Revived, in the Principles and Practice of the People
called Quakers.
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